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1. Introduction
This document provides an overview of EMSA’s Jasper Horizontal Platform and indications of the steps needed to
add new reporting modules to this Horizontal Platform.

2. Overview of EMSA’s Jasper Horizontal Platform
EMSA’s Jasper Horizontal Platform is a JasperSoft installation configured and tuned to work closely integrated in
EMSA’s environments. It serves as a Business Intelligence and Reporting platform providing these services to
EMSA’s Maritime Applications (MarApps).
The next figure depicts Jasper Horizontal Platform:
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Two servers running Linux Redhat V7.4 are the base infrastructure for EMSA’s Jasper Horizontal Platform.
Those servers are identified in the figure above as “Jasper Server 1” and “Jasper Server 2”;
JasperSoft V7.1 is deployed in a cluster of 2 Weblogic 12c application servers and having the supporting
database running in the database tier (see below);
The database tier is implemented on top of Oracle DBMS 12c;
Each MarApp that uses Jasper Services will have at least 2 different schemas: the Operational schema
used by the MarApp and the Statistical Schema used by Jasper;
ETL processes are responsible to Extract information from the Operational schema, Transform and Load
into the Statistical Schema;
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•

•
•

It should be noted that we currently have several types of ETL processes, from the simplest ones using
view, materialized views or PL/SQL procedures to more complex ETL processes running on top of Talend
V6.3.1 (part of the JasperSoft suite);
User accesses to Jasper functionalities are controlled/managed through the EMSA’s Access Management
and Single Sign-On;
Jasper Web interfaces are usually available in EMSA’s Portal.

Please note that versions indicated are the ones currently deployed in EMSA environments. However, due to
EMSA’s patching policies, they might change over time. Final versions to be considered in any future development
shall be agreed at the Project Kick-off meeting.

3. Integration of new Reporting Modules
New reporting modules can be added to Jasper Horizontal platform following the integration process described in
next chapters.
It must be noted that the steps described here are a guideline for standard Reporting Modules. However, new
needs can be discussed but they have to be fully detailed and justified. EMSA will assess the need and the new
request being made and will take a decision on how to proceed (accepting or rejecting).

3.1

LDAP configuration

Any standard new application that will be available in Jasper will have two Roles:
• ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RW;
• ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RO;
In LDAP these two roles are represented by two groups, their members will have the permissions that the role has
in Jasper.
To add a new report module or application it is necessary to create two new groups and add the users to those
groups. The name of the groups will be:
• JASPER_APPLICATIONNAME_RW;
• JASPER_APPLICATIONNAME_RO;

3.2

Jasper Server

This chapter will show the necessary steps to configure a new application in Jasper Server.

3.2.1 Roles
It is necessary to have two Roles in Jasper Server. These roles represent the two groups created before in LDAP.
The following steps are necessary to create the necessary roles:
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3.2.1.1 Access Roles Menu
After login, click in menu Manage -> Roles

3.2.1.2
Add Roles
Click in Add Role button to create new Roles.

And add the two new Roles to be created:
• ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RW;
• ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RO;
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3.2.2 Repository
In the repository three folders will exist:
• DATA SOURCES;
o This folder will have the necessary data sources to the required domains, each data
source needs to be created in WebLogic application server and then created here with
JNDI reference;
• DOMAINS;
o This folder will have the necessary domains to the required reports or adhoc views;
• RESTRICTED;
o This folder will have the required reports or adhoc views;
Each of these folders will have one folder named APPLICATION_NAME that will contain the respective resources
for the application.
To access the repository, reproduce the followed steps:
1. After login, click in menu Manage -> Repository
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2. The folder structure reference before will stay like the followed picture

3.2.2.1 Data Sources
Under the folder Data Source it is necessary to create a folder to the required Application.
The following images present the permissions under the folder Data Sources.

The folder data source will have No Access permission to ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RW and
ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RO.
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The folder data source -> APPNAME will have Execute Only permission to ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RO and
Read Only permission to ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RW.

3.2.2.2 Domains
Under the folder Domains it is necessary to create a folder to the required Application.
The following images present the permissions under the folder Domains.

The folder domains will have No Access permission to ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RW and
ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RO.
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The folder domains -> APPNAME will have Execute Only permission to ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RO and
Read Only permission to ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RW.
3.2.2.3 Restricted
Under the folder Restricted it is necessary to create a folder to the required Application.
The following images present the permissions under the folder Restricted.

The folder restricted will have No Access permission to ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RW and
ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RO.
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The folder restricted -> APPNAME will have Read Only permission to ROLE_APLICATIONNAME_RO and
Read+Write permission to ROLE_APPLICATIONNAME_RW.

4. Delivery Package
Any new report module must be delivered to EMSA in a “Delivery Package” containing all documentation and
resources needed to deploy it at EMSA environments. The “Delivery Package” shall contain as a minimum:
• Roles definition and permissions
• Datasource definitions and creation scripts
• Database package
o Full set of script (creates schemas from scratch)
o Version scripts (updates schemas from version n to version n+1)
• Jasper Domains
• Adhoc views, Reports and Dashboards
[End of Document]
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